NEW WINDOW CORNICE TO BE RE-BUILT & CENTERED OVER EXISTING WINDOWS.
EXISTING BRICK TO BE RE-PAINTED.
EXISTING WOOD TRIM AND PANELS TO BE PAINTED.
NEW CERAMIC TILE PANEL TO MATCH EXISTING.
NEW LINEAR 1" x 4" HARDWOOD SLATS AT INTERIOR REAR WALL OF LOBBY TO REINFORCE CORPORATE IDENTITY.
EXISTING CLEAR GLASS TO REMAIN.

EXTERIOR COLOR PALETTE OPTIONS:

- MAINE HOOKLIGHT WHITE
- HC-27 MONTEREY WHITE
- HC-157 NARRAGANSET GREEN

BM  HC-51 AUDUBON RUSSET, BRICK
BM  HC-10 STUART GOLD, BRICK
BM  HC-163 DUXBURY GRAY, TRIM
BM  HC-64 TOWNSEND HARBOR BROWN, DOOR

BM  HC-10 STUART GOLD, BRICK
BM  HC-163 DUXBURY GRAY, TRIM
BM  HC-64 TOWNSEND HARBOR BROWN, DOOR

BM  HC-10 STUART GOLD, BRICK
BM  HC-163 DUXBURY GRAY, TRIM
BM  HC-64 TOWNSEND HARBOR BROWN, DOOR